
This is Ashley Roggentine, Grooming Salon Manager at Ames Pet Resort. In the past you have been able to 
pass this along to your students. We are looking to fill a few positions at the pet resort. 
  
Ames Pet Resort is looking for two Bather to join our team. Our ideal candidate is self-driven, punctual, 
reliable and available on weekends. 
  
Position summary: Bather 
The Bather is responsible for day to day bathing operations in grooming salon, ensuring efficient operations 
and high quality pet care. Performing dog bathing, nail trims, nail grinds and additional basic grooming service 
on dogs of ALL breed, sizes and temperaments. 
 
 
Must haves include: 
-Professional and upbeat attitude 
-Be self motivated 
-Take detailed direction in a fast paced environment 
-Be able to perform daily cleaning duties 
-Must be able to bath, prep and handle dogs of all breed, size and temperament 
-Must be able to lift 50-100 pounds 
-Stand Constantly, squat or kneel to pick dogs up 
-Must have reliable transportation 
  
Essential Functions 
  -Positive attitude and team player is a must   
-engaging with customers with excellent customer service 
- assisting them with service selection and addressing any special preferences or concerns 
-Willingness to promote sales for upgraded services 
- Contacting Clients when pets are ready for departures 
-Provide clients with excellent communications, and follow up regarding their pets' needs 
-Perform comprehensive wellness checks before and after the pets salon or kennel visit 
-Report any health, behavior, or safety concerns to a manager 
-Comply with strict company P&P's, including safety procedures 
-Create profile pictures for each pet 
-Record accurate information on behavior  of each pet on pets account 
-Ensure all pets rooms are clean and they have been pottied and have water if they are staying for an extended 
period of time 
-Follow and complete a checklist to ensure safety and completion of all tasks each day. 
- Ability to prioritize and perform time management skills 
-Assist other areas of the business including housekeeping, boarding and daycare tasks 
-Overtime may be an option during high volume times(holidays, weekends or just busy times) 
BATHER SPECIFICS 
-preform dog bathing and additional basic grooming services on dogs of ALL breeds, sizes and temperaments 
-Able to adjust bathing and nail trimming methods as needed to accommodate puppies, seniors, recent 
rescues or nervous dogs 
  -Comply with strict company P&P's, including safety procedures and maintaining a sanitary 
work station, grooming tools and rooms   
 
  
We offer many perks with employment: 
-All major holidays grooming department is closed, kennel is closed to the public 
-Earned paid time off for full time employees 
-Medical and Vision insurance for full time employees 
-Employees discount on products and services 
-Company paid t-shirts with our logo 
-Discounted daycare and boarding for pets during non-peak time 
  



Right now we are looking for part time associates to work about 20 hours a week and are flexible with 
school schedules. Must be available weekends. 
  
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY WILLING TO TRAIN 
Compensation depends on you experience 
Please send Resume, school schedule and attached application to info@amespetresort.com if you 
would like to be considered for this position 
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